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Motivated by an increasing number of remarkable experimental observations on the role of pressure and
shear stress in solid reactions, explosions, and detonations, we present a simple one-dimensional model that
embodies nonlinear elasticity and dispersion as well as chemical or phase transformation. This generalization
of the Toda lattice provides an effective model for the description of the organization during an abrupt
transformation in a solid. One of the challenges is to capture both the equilibrium degrees of freedom as well
as to quantify the possible role of out-of-equilibrium perturbations. In the Toda lattice, we verify that the
particle velocities converge in distribution towards the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, thus allowing us to
define a bonafide temperature. In addition, the balance between nonlinearity and wave dispersion may create
solitary waves that act as energy traps. In the presence of reactive chemistry, we show that the trapping of the
released chemical energy in solitary waves that are excited by an initial perturbation provides a positive
feedback that enhances the reaction rate and leads to supersonic explosion front propagation. These modes of
rupture observed in our model may provide a first-order description of ultrafast reactions of heterogeneous
mixtures under mechanical loading.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.026609

PACS number共s兲: 43.25.⫹y, 81.40.Np, 62.50.⫹p

I. EXPERIMENTAL MOTIVATIONS

Diffusion transfers of mass or heat usually control front
propagation associated with solid phase chemical reactions
or phase transformations. As a consequence, the velocity of
fronts is small and even negligible compared to the sound
velocities of the reactants and of the products. Typical solidsolid reactions such as Ta⫹C→TaC or solid-liquid reactions
such as 2Al⫹Fe2 O3 →Al2 O3 ⫹2Fe, characterized by extremely high activation energies, can react in the combustion
mode and these rates are determined by the preheating of
reactants by thermal conduction. The combustion front velocity is proportional to 冑 /  , where the thermal diffusivity

⫽

k
O 共 101 兲
⬇
⬇O 共 10⫺6 兲 ,
 C p O 共 103 兲 ⫻O 共 103 兲

and the characteristic reaction time  ⫽1/k 0 e ⫺E/RT ad
⬇O(10⫺2 ). Therefore, the reaction front velocity is of the
order of  ⬀ 冑 /  ⬇O(10⫺2 ) m/s. Thus, diffusive transfer
cannot explain events propagating at front velocities much
faster than cm/s, such as detonations or deflagrations, explosive recrystallization, photoinduced reactions, and the highpressure heterogeneous reactions studied by Bridgman in his
pioneering work and later by Enikolopyan.
The ultrafast reaction of heterogeneous mixtures under
mechanical loading is particularly intriguing. In 1935, Bridgman reported results of combined hydrostatic pressure and
shear for a wide variety of materials 关1兴. Whilst most substances underwent polymorphic transformation, some reacted rather violently. In contrast to PbO, that decomposed
1063-651X/2002/65共2兲/026609共13兲/$20.00

quiescently to a thin film of lead, PbO2 detonated and residue
of Pb was found afterwards. Reactive mixtures produced
even more violent results: Stoichiometric mixtures of Cu and
S detonated at applied axial load of 2 GPa 共even without
applied shear兲, producing CuS. More exothermic reactions
such as Al/Fe2 O3 proceeded in a detonationlike manner,
damaging parts of the press—this reaction was initiated at
hydrostatic pressure between 1–3 GPa, even without application of shear.
Russian scientists actively continued the work of Bridgman. Enikolopyan and co-workers studied many systems,
both endothermic and exothermic in Bridgman anvils and
high-pressure extruders 关2–10兴. They expanded the list of
compounds that were originally investigated. Thermite mixtures of Al and Fe2 O3 , pressed into discs of thickness 4 mm,
reacted completely within 100 ms 关7,9兴 共which, if nucleated
from a side would correspond to a velocity as large as 40 000
m/s兲. The anvil was destroyed and the lack of plastic deformation in its fracture zones points to a detonation. Particles
were ejected from cylindrical preforms 共samples were not
radially contained兲 at velocities up to 2000 m/s 关11兴. Reactions were accompanied by the emission of light and highenergy electrons, acoustic emission, and gamma radiation
关5兴. The experiments of Enikolopyan lend further proof to
the existence of structural collapse. In order to explain the
required level of mixing for these rates, the reactions must
have been preceded by decomposition steps that consist of
either a phase change 共solid to liquid or supercritical fluid兲 or
mechanical disintegration 共pseudovolumetric fracture兲 or a
combination of them. The results for the thermite reaction is
particularly intriguing, since the particle sizes are so large
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(300  m⭐  Al⭐1000  m;  Fe2 O3 ⬇1000  m) that the system would otherwise have difficulty to ignite and react in the
normal self-heat-sustained mode. To explain such conversion
rates on the basis of diffusion and thermal conduction only,
the reacting particles would have to be clusters of 5– 6 molecules.
Fast decomposition of a metastable phase under strain or
through the coupling between chemistry and mechanical
strain has also been observed in glassy semiconductors and
metals, as well as in a geological context 关12,13兴. The
‘‘Prince Rupert drops,’’ and more generally, tempered glasses
under high-strain condition, which explode as a result of a
mechanical stimulation 关13,14兴 is a spectacular example,
which has remained a mystery for several centuries. Studies
of detonation of classical solid explosives 共such as heavy
metal azides, which are compounds bearing the group N3 兲
also reveal the existence of a fast propagation regime with
velocities of the order of the sound velocity in solid matrices,
before the gas explosion stage 关15兴. The explosive nature of
recrystallization of amorphous materials has been described
by Koverda 关16兴. Hlavacek 关17兴 has observed a clearly distinguishable thermal wave when intensely milled aluminum
powder transforms from amorphous 共and highly plasticized兲
state to polycrystalline state. Fortov and co-workers 关18兴 applied high current densities to thin Nb-Ti wires in a cryostat.
They have measured propagation velocities, for the transformation from the superconduction to the normal conduction
phase of 10–12 km/s.
In a different context, it has been shown that chemical
waves propagate at very low temperature 关19,20兴 and at
usual temperatures 关21兴 at rather high velocities, due to a
coupling between chemistry and mechanical deformations.
In the context of cryochemistry of solids, there is evidence of
a transition between slow and fast heat-mechanochemical
wave modes and possibly gasless detonation 关22兴. This
physical phenomenon may be very important, as the fast autowave concept may help to explain the mystery of fast
chemical evolution of substances in the universe 关23兴. It has
also been proposed that catastrophic geotectonic phenomena,
such as earthquakes, may be triggered by gasless detonation
processes of phase transformations in the earth’s crust 共for
example, explosive decay of a metastable glassy state of
rocks to a more stable, polycrystalline phase兲 关24,25兴. This
hypothesis of phase transformations of rocks induced by a
high value of the strain may resolve a number of difficulties
with the current purely mechanical theory of earthquakes
关24兴.
The experimental results described above strongly suggest
the importance of a coupling between chemistry and mechanical deformations. Batsanov 关26兴 pointed out that, with
increased pressure, ionic compounds rearrange valence electron density distributions and the Szegeti charges 共i.e., the
actual degree of ionization of the atoms in ionic crystals兲 are
reduced until a state of decomposition is reached. Gilman
has shown that shear strain changes the symmetry of a molecule or of a solid and is thus effective in stimulating reactions, much more so than isotropic compression 关27–29兴.
The reason is that a shear strain displaces electronic band
energies in a different way, thus leading in general to a nar-

rowing of the band gap separating the valence bands from
the conduction bands. When the gap closes, the semiconductor solid becomes metallic that triggers a strong chemical
reactivity. This process belongs to the class of phenomena
grouped under the term ‘‘mechanochemistry’’ 关30兴 and is
also at work in the motion of a dislocation by that of kink
共leading to plastic deformation兲. Indeed, the motion of a kink
is akin to a local chemical reaction in which an embedded
‘‘molecule’’ is dissociated, and then one of the product atoms
joins with an atom from another dissociation to form a new
‘‘molecule’’ 关28兴. Gilman has also proposed 关31兴 that intense
strain deformation 共which, therefore, leads to bending of
atomic bonds兲 occurs in a very narrow zone of atomic scale
that can propagate at velocities comparable to or even higher
than the velocity of sound in the initial material.
II. PREVIOUS WORKS ON SHOCK WAVES
AND EXPLOSIONS
A. The limits of conventional theory of shock waves and of
explosions and the need for nonequilibrium
mechanochemistry

The initiation and propagation of shock waves have been
studied for many years and the mainstay of theoretical description is still the macroscopic Rankine-Hugoniot equations, augmented by the Chapman-Jouguet 共CJ兲 processes
关32兴. This theory has proven to be remarkably accurate despite its simplicity, but it has certain restrictions and over the
years the theory has evolved and it has seen some modifications. For example, the Chapman-Jouguet process yields a
constant value for the velocity of the reaction front with respect to the unreacted phase. Sano and Miyamoto 关33兴 have
developed an unsteady state Rankine-Hugoniot theory and
pointed out the deficiencies of the steady state theories. But
arguably the greatest shortcoming of the theory to account
for the above mentioned experiments is the lack of detailed
description of events that occur on the microscopic level.
Erpenbeck 关34兴 combined molecular dynamics 共MDS兲 and
Monte Carlo methods to study diatomic exchange reactions
and showed qualitative agreement with the CJ theory. An
interesting finding of that study is the relatively long time
required to reach equilibrium. This raises the question of
nonequilibrium reactions, specifically in the setting of a detonation. White and co-workers 关35兴 analyzed a similar system
by MDS and their findings also confirmed the validity of the
CJ theory only once equilibrium is established. Considerable
effort has been focused on excitation and nonequilibrium in
molecular crystals, due to their importance as secondary explosives. Dlott and Fayer 关36兴 and Kim and Dlott 关37兴
showed that, during the incipient phase after shock loading,
bulk phonon modes are excited first and then energy is transferred to intramolecular modes through doorway modes that
are most conducive to the transfer. In the case of naphtalene,
equilibrium is only reached 200 ps after a 40 kbar impact.
Coffey 关38,39兴 studied the interaction of molecules with
compressive waves and developed a model for multiphonon
excitation of intramolecular vibrational modes. These models
have proven invaluable in the interpretation of experimental
results under conditions where thermodynamics equilibrium
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is reached at the microscopic scale. However, as summarized
in Sec. I, there are now an increasing number of experiments
which cannot be understood within the conventional framework.
B. The two fundamental mechanisms

Two mechanisms have recently been identified as potential candidates for explaining very fast phase transformation
and explosions in solids: 共1兲 The products are mechanically
stronger than the reactants leading to mechanical shock
waves 关25,40,41兴; 共2兲 the released energy is sufficiently large
and its release rate is so fast that its transfer to microscopic
degrees of freedom literally boosts and propels atoms to collide against each other leading to supersonic chemical fronts
关29,31,25兴.
Courant and Friedrichs 关32兴 have studied wave propagation of finite amplitude in elastic-plastic materials and
pointed out that shocks are not possible when the stressstrain characteristics of plastic material is of the weakening
type. Sornette 关25兴 adapted this one-dimensional 共1D兲 formalism to study the opposite case in which the products are
more elastically rigid than the reactants, and the density is
smaller for the products than for the reactions, leading to a
larger sound velocity for the products. Under these rather
special conditions, a shock develops that propagates at a velocity intermediate between the acoustic wave velocities of
the reactions and products. Consider a bar of material deformed uniformly with an initial strain everywhere along it.
Suppose that a localized perturbation or inhomogeneity produces a local deformation larger than the initial strain at the
left boundary of the bar. Qualitatively, the density perturbation will start to advance to the right in the product phase.
Since the velocity is larger in the product phase, the largest
deformations propagate the fastest. An initial smooth disturbance will progressively steepen and a shock will eventually
form. The shock is fundamentally due to the stiffening transformation from reactants to products. The importance of this
condition was independently recognized by Pumir and
Barelko 关40,41兴, using a slightly different formulation. Their
framework coupling the elastic wave equation to a reactiondiffusion equation allowed them to reveal the existence of
supersonic modes of deformations with the existence of a
critical strain necessary to ignite gasless detonation by local
perturbations.
The second mechanism discussed by Gilman 关29,31兴 is
illustrated in Fig. 1 共see also, Ref. 关25兴兲. A one-dimensional
chain is made of atoms of mass m linked to each other by
energetic links of spring constant k, which when stressed
beyond a limit, rupture by releasing a burst of energy ⌬g
converted into kinetic energy transmitted to the atoms. Initially, the chain of atoms is immobile. Suppose that the first
atom on the left is suddenly brought to a position that entails
the rupture of the first bond. This rupture releases the energy
⌬g, which is converted into kinetic energies of the atom
fragment that is expelled to the left and of the next atom to
the right that becomes the new left-boundary of the chain.
Now, due to the impulsive boost (⌬g/m) 1/2 that the boundary atom received, obtained by assuming that the released

FIG. 1. A one-dimensional chain made of blocks linked to each
other by energetic links, which when stressed beyond a given deformation threshold, rupture by releasing a burst of energy converted into kinetic energy transmitted to the blocks. The figure
shows two successive bond ruptures that lead to velocity boosts to
the ejected fragments on the left and to the boundary blocks.

energy ⌬g is equally divided between the expelled fragment
and the next atom to the right, this boost will eventually
stress the bond linking it to the next atom towards its rupture
threshold. When this occurs, it is expelled by the energy that
is released and the next atom forming the new boundary is
itself boosted suddenly by the amount (⌬g/m) 1/2. It is then
clear that this leads to a shock propagating at a velocity
larger than the sound velocity equal to c⫽(k/m) 1/2 in the
long wavelength limit, since the atoms are receiving boosts
that accelerate their motion faster than what would be the
propagation by the springs with the usual acoustic wave velocity. Taking the continuous limit, Gilman 关28兴 proposes
that the resulting supersonic shock velocity U is given by the
Einstein formula U 2 ⫽c 2 ⫹⌬g. This approximate semiempirical formula assumes that the bond energy would be
entirely or almost entirely converted into the boosts with
close to 100% efficiency, an assumption that can be tested by
comparison of the predicted shock velocity with experiments
关28兴. Furthermore, it does not distinguish between particle
and wave velocities and its theoretical status is unclear. It,
however, appears to have empirical merits and we mention it
here also because of its intuitive underpinnings. We also
stress that the basic element of the model is not a unique
atom and its bond to the next atom, but rather a supra-atomic
element comprising at the minimum the unit cell linked to
the next, in general, by several noncolinear bonds. This is
similar to the mesoscopic modeling strategy developed below. Therefore, the compression of the effective bond from
one cell to the next corresponds to additional shear and rotational deformation modes of the cells.
The validity of the second mechanism has also been explored with a one-dimensional microscopic model for the
propagation of a detonation specially adapted to solids 关42兴.
It couples a nonlinear equation for the elastodynamics of the
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crystal lattice to an equation describing the molecular exothermal chemical reaction. An essential ingredient of the
model is that the chemical reaction sustains the shock by
giving a positive acceleration to the atoms, consistent with
the second mechanism discussed previously 关25,29,31兴. In
return, the shock is assumed to promote the chemical reaction by the effect of the violent mechanical distortions that
are responsible for strong forces acting on the molecules.
When the strength of the positive feedback of the shock on
the chemical reaction is beyond a threshold, the detonation is
found to switch from a low-energy low-speed regime to a
high-energy high-speed regime. The earlier model for the
propagation of a detonation in a molecular solid 关43,44兴 also
captured the property of pumping kinetic energy into the
system by bond rupture. This model with a two-dimensional
lattice of diatomic molecules connected by Morse or
Lennard-Jones potential with a predissociative exothermic
intramolecular potential gives detonations that propagate as
coherent waves that are resistant to thermal fluctuations. Extensions to three-dimensional molecular dynamics and to inhomogeneous energetic crystals are found respectively in
Refs. 关45兴 and 关46兴.
III. MODELING STRATEGY USING THE REACTIVE
TODA LATTICE

The understanding of the conditions under which these
two mechanisms will be active in real materials is at a rudimentary stage, not to speak of their possible interplay. We
need models that allow us to explore the relationship between nonequilibrium processes at the microscopic scale, the
chemical reactions, and the possible development of supersonic shocks and explosions. To achieve this goal, we propose to use a mesoscopic approach describing how the microscopic processes self-organize into dynamic macroscopic
structures of patterns and waves. The fundamental problem,
and therefore, the challenge, in any mesoscopic model lies in
the compromise between scale 共macroscopic limit兲 and detail
共microscopic limit兲. The compromise proposed here is based
on the Toda lattice 关47兴, which is a one-dimensional system
of entities interacting through an interaction potential limited
to nearest neighbors. Using a coarse-grained discrete lattice
allows us to perform simulations on large systems at times
large as compared to all the relevant times scales so that the
characteristics of the self-organization behavior can be studied in details.
The advantage of the Toda lattice are multifold. First, for
small deformations corresponding to small deviations of the
position of the atoms from the bottom of the potential wells,
linear elasticity is recovered. In this regime, the acoustic
waves 共phonons兲 are nondispersive in the large wavelength
and small amplitude limits. Its nonlinear potential at large
deformation leads to mode coupling, which, as we shall
briefly discuss, gives naturally the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energies. Thus, with a purely deterministic dynamics 共Newton’s equations兲 on a minimal model, we have a
basic thermodynamics that we can then enrich to study
chemical reactions coupled with mechanical strain. The Toda
lattice has dispersion at nonvanishing frequencies, which is

adequate to capture the effect of the microscopic atomic
structure as well as any possible mesoscopic organization.
The Toda lattice has been extremely well studied in the literature as a remarkably simple system exhibiting stable localized collective excitations, called solitons. The Toda
model is known as the only integrable one in atomic lattices
but we do not use this remarkable property.
Solitons are a particular set of a more general class of
solitary waves or moving discrete breathers found in many
lattice systems with both dispersion and anharmonic interactions 关48兴: the dispersion tends to disperse the modes while
the nonlinearity tends to concentrate them. The resulting behavior is a localized coherent nonlinear wave. We stress that
our choice of the Toda potential does not restrict our conclusions as similar solitary waves can be observed for a large
class on nonlinear potentials. In particular, we have checked
that Taylor expansions of the exponential terms in the Toda
potential truncated at different orders do not change our results at the qualitative level. We think that the results reported below are robust to a generalization of the Toda potential. Indeed, recently, the existence of solitons has been
established in anharmonic lattices for a large class of interatomic potentials 关49,50兴. It is true that our use of a onedimensional model favors the existence of solitary waves.
However, nonlinear classical Hamiltonian lattices are well
known to exhibit generic solutions in the form of discrete
breathers 关48兴, which are time periodic and typically exponentially localized in space. Necessary conditions for their
occurrence are the existence of upper bounds on the phonon
spectrum of small fluctuations around the ground state of the
system as well as the nonlinearity. Nonstable but propagative
long-lived local concentration of energy are also often found
and should play a similar qualitative role as the one played
by solitons in the present model.
We modify the classic Toda model to include metastable
states and the possibility for a phase transformation or
chemical reaction. Specifically, beyond a certain strain
threshold, the potential felt by the particles of the lattice is
modified to represent a change of phase from the reactants
共initial lattice兲 to the products. In contrast to regular dispersive waves, solitons act as energy traps because they create a
dynamic state where the local energy flux points in the direction of wave propagation. As a consequence, the potential
energy, which is released during the reaction as kinetic
energy, can be trapped within the soliton, enhancing its
localization and its velocity. This process occurs out-ofequilibrium, i.e., without equilibration with other degrees of
freedom and can thus focus energy to extremely high levels.
In our knowledge, a Toda lattice with chemical reaction has
not been studied before.
More generally, the Toda lattice should also shed light on
several issues in ultrafast solid phase reactions that are currently not understood. When the shock wave travels through
a particle, either fracture or melting must occur, because the
high reaction rates can only be explained by the generation
of large surface areas. Toda 关47兴 mentions that the Toda lattice has a property called ‘‘chopping phenomenon.’’ When a
soliton, which is a compressive pulse, is reflected at a free
boundary a temporary tensile pulse develops that could be
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causal in spalling or fracture near the free boundary. Since
the tensile soliton is unstable, it degenerates into a series of
pulses and there is a rapid transfer of energy from the soliton
to thermal vibrations of the lattice.

⫽a⬘/a, ␤ ⫽b ⬘ /b. Thus, ␣ ⫽ ␤ ⫽1 are the values used to
model the standard 共nonreactive兲 lattice. The nondimensional
TL equation becomes
d2y n
⫽ ␤ 关 e ⫺ ␣ 共 y n ⫺y n⫺1 兲 ⫺e ⫺ ␣ 共 y n⫹1 ⫺y n 兲 兴 .
dt 2

IV. THE CLASSIC TODA LATTICE „TL… MODEL

Here, we introduce the classic Toda lattice 共without reaction兲 and investigate the lattice equilibrium. Local departures
from equilibrium are demonstrated for solitons in inert lattices 共with no metastable states兲 and the problem of nonequilibrium is discussed.
A. Definition

The Toda lattice is a model of a one-dimensional chain of
atoms. Consider a one-dimensional lattice consisting of N
particles. Each particle is described by a point of mass m n
that only interacts with neighboring masses. Hence, heterogeneities, discontinuities, pores, and perfectly isotropic states
are all defined by the pairwise values of the interaction potential and masses. The displacement of the nth mass from
its equilibrium position is y n (t). The relative displacement is
defined as r n ⫽y n⫹1 ⫺y n . The lattice motion is described by
the following canonical equations:
m

d 2r n
⫽  ⬘ 共 r n⫹1 兲 ⫺2  ⬘ 共 r n 兲 ⫹  ⬘ 共 r n⫺1 兲 ,
dt 2

共1兲

where  ⬘ denotes the first derivative of the potential function
with respect to the relative displacement. In his search for an
integrable lattice that also exhibits realistic mechanical behavior, Toda used a recursive formula to find periodic and
single soliton solutions. As a result, the potential function
b
 共 r 兲 ⫽ e ⫺ar ⫹br
a

共 ab⬎0 兲 ,

共2兲

was proposed. Application of this choice in Eq. 共1兲 gives the
Toda lattice 共TL兲. Note that the integrability of the Toda
lattice makes this system 共1兲 special because it exhibits by
construction an infinite number of invariants 关47,48兴. The TL
equations can also be written in terms of the displacement,
m

d2y n
⫽b 关 e ⫺a 共 y n ⫺y n⫺1 兲 ⫺e ⫺a 共 y n⫹1 ⫺y n 兲 兴 .
dt 2

共3兲

While the TL model is 1D and mesoscopic in nature, we still
want to use parameters that are realistic. As an illustration,
we use the properties of Al to determine the parameters in
Eq. 共3兲. If a⫽1/, where  is the athermal lattice constant
⫽4.5 Å and the cold longitudinal sound velocity is c 0
⫽6420 m/s, it follows that b⫽4.1⫻10⫺9 N. The model is
written in nondimensional form: t→tc 0 / and y→y/.
Later, we will look at the effect of chemistry in a simplistic
manner by changing the parameters of the potential function
共more details in Sec. V兲. Let a ⬘ and b ⬘ be the new parameter
values due to the chemical reactions that will be introduced in Sec. V. We define the dimensionless parameters ␣

共4兲

B. Energy partitioning in the Toda lattice
1. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

If the TL is a fair description of a chain of atoms and
nonlinear springs, one would expect that in the absence of
external forcing, the lattice should approach a thermodynamic equilibrium state. We specify below what we mean
with respect to the known organization of TL and for the
application to the chemical reactions discussed below.
A first approach would consist of defining the modes of
vibrations and investigating the partition of total energy between them. This approach is prone to difficulties since all
atomic degrees of freedom are coupled anharmonically by
the Toda potential. Thus, the definition of an elementary
wave oscillator as an extended quasiparticle is somewhat arbitrary. Actually as a consequence of integrability, the Toda
Hamiltonian decouples exactly in terms of two kinds of traveling excitations, namely, cnoidal waves that are the anharmonic counterpart of phonons and aperiodic solitons. As
these quasiparticles have infinite lifetimes 共in infinite systems兲, they cannot decay into one another so that thermalization is ultimately precluded in the strict sense by integrability. Any configuration is bound to recur in future time at
least quasiperiodically and is thus not consistent with the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
However, having in mind using the TL as a mesoscopic
representation of a system undergoing a fast chemical reaction, we would like to define a local effective temperature
describing the agitation of local masses in their local nonlinear potential. If we can show that there is the analog of an
approximate Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the local
degrees of freedom of the vibrations, we will be able to
contrast this ‘‘thermal’’ agitation with the more coherent and
much faster motions involved in the explosive chemical reaction. We will be able to conclude that the chemical reaction
is mostly athermal, i.e., mostly controlled by solitary structures. In such a fast out-of-equilibrium chemical reaction,
notwithstanding the observation of energy equipartition of
the local vibrations over long time scales, the chemical reactions will be seen to occur so fast that only solitary structures
can contribute significantly to them.
To achieve this goal, we term ‘‘oscillator’’ a mass with its
kinetic energy plus local nonlinear potential energy. The TL
is thus a chain of ‘‘oscillators.’’ The question we ask is
whether a local subset of oscillators that are initially more
excited should exchange energy with neighbors so that in the
end the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is recovered for the
distribution of energy carried by these local oscillators. It is
well known that the TL model is not ergodic 共due to the
integrability property兲, but that does not exclude energy sharing. We show below that this state is described by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the translational degrees
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f ⫽Ae

⫺2 ␥ 关 ⌽⫹ 共 1/2兲v 2 兴 /T

with ␥ ⫽

mc 20
2k

共 units K兲 ,

共5兲

where we have used the expression of the total energy of a
given oscillator 共a spring⫹mass兲 as the sum of the potential
energy stored in the spring and the kinetic energy associated
with the stochastic component of the mass velocity.
The dimensionless potential function is defined as
⌽⫽

FIG. 2. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 共--兲 and TL distribution
of energies carried by local ‘‘oscillators’’ defined as single mass
plus their local nonlinear potential energy. The results have been
obtained for a chain of 201 oscillators integrated over a total reduced time equal to 500. We use the nondimensional TL equation
共4兲 共with ␣ ⫽ ␤ ⫽1, since chemistry is not considered here兲. Therefore, the energies are dimensionless.

of freedom. Indeed, since the total energy of the system is
conserved 共in the absence of dissipation兲, this corresponds to
the microcanonical ensemble and the relevant observables
are the energy of the microscopic degrees of freedom.
We denote the instantaneous velocity of an oscillator as c
and decompose it into a drift or wave component w and a
random fluctuating component . When the oscillations are
resolved on the time scale associated with the Debye frequency 共which is basically the period of a thermal vibration兲,
the question is how do we discriminate between motion associated with thermal fluctuation and motion associated with
an event like a wave that propagates through the lattice? The
oscillator does not discriminate, it only responds to the immediate force, be it of thermal or mechanical 共wave兲 origin.
The numerical results of Fig. 2 pertain to a situation where
no external force was applied, in other words, we did not
have a drift component w and the velocity of each oscillator
was taken to be v . The stochasticity was introduced through
the initial conditions of the oscillators; the initial conditions
were zero velocity for all oscillators and random displacement between 关 ⫺W,⫹W 兴 , where W is an input parameter
for the system. The larger W, the larger the input energy. The
Toda lattice was then integrated for these random initial displacements and zero velocities.
If the chain is in equilibrium, it has a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution parameterized by T. This means that the probability to find a state of energy E is e ⫺E/kT , where k is the
Boltzmann constant 共whose sole use is to convert a temperature scale into an energy scale兲 and T is the 共temperature兲
parameter that quantifies the degree of excitation or disorder
of the vibrations within the lattice. Using the form 共2兲 for the
potential energy, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution reads

␤ ⫺ ␣ 共 y ⫺y 兲
n⫹1
n ⫺1 兴 ⫹ ␤ 关 y
关e
n⫹1 ⫺y n 兴 .
␣

共6兲

This distribution 共5兲 should be calculated by counting the
number of oscillators in a given energy bin. For this, we
integrate the nondimensional TL equation 共4兲 共with ␣ ⫽ ␤
⫽1, since chemistry is not considered here兲 and construct the
histogram of the energy of individual oscillators using the
cumulative statistics over all the elements in the lattice and
over time. Assigning random initial displacements of the lattice points uniformly distributed in 关 ⫺W,W 兴 , the density
distribution of the oscillators over energy space has the form
shown in Fig. 2 where it is compared with the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution. W is thus the characteristic scale of
the energy put initially inside the TL. Figure 2 has been
constructed with the choice W⫽0.081 that is best matched
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the temperature
T⫽297 K. By performing several runs, we verify that T is
proportional to W, indicating that higher input energy results
in higher temperature. This is an important test of our model.
In addition, we kept the boundaries free in these numerical
experiments and observed thermal expansion. It is actually
quite interesting that the linear expansion that occurs compares quite favorably with the linear 共volumetric/3兲 expansion coefficient of aluminum 共recall that the a and b values
of the potential correspond to aluminum兲.
To further test for the relevance of the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution, we have also constructed the distribution over a single oscillator 共for instance the 50th oscillator兲 and by summing the statistics over a time interval ⌬t. As
⌬t increases, we verify that the energy distribution of a
single oscillator is also well-described by the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution. This result implies that the stochastic
component of a typical oscillator velocity added to its potential exhibit an approximate ergodicity property.
These results recover those of Saito et al. 关51兴 who found
that, for finite chains bounded by two reflecting walls with
strong nonlinearity, an ergodic state occurs corresponding to
strong stochasticity, which is consistent with the prediction
of Israilev and Chirikov 关52兴.
2. Nonequilibrium configurations

The quest for equipartition of energy and for the
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics from nonlinear dynamics was
first initiated by Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam, who failed 关53兴.
More recent works 共see, for instance, Ref. 关54兴兲 have shown
the subtlety of this problem. In their pioneering work, Fermi,
Pasta, and Ulam revealed that even in strongly nonlinear
one-dimensional classical lattices, recurrences of the initial
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state prevented the equipartition of energy and consequent
thermalization. The questions following from this study involve the interrelations between equipartition of energy 共Is
there equipartition? In which modes?兲, local thermal equilibrium 共Does the system reach a well-defined temperature locally? If so, what is it?兲, and transport of energy/heat 共Does
the system obey Fourier’s heat law? If not, what is the nature
of the abnormal transport?兲. The surprising result of Fermi,
Pasta, and Ulam has now been understood: under general
conditions for classical many-body lattice Hamiltonians in
one dimension, it has been shown that total momentum conservation implies anomalous transport in the sense of the
divergence of the Kubo expression for the coefficient of thermal conductivity 关55兴. The anomalous transport is thus a
specific feature of one-dimensional systems. Thus, our verification of an approximate Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
does not prevent the existence of anomalous transport or
propagation properties as we discuss in the sequel.
It is indeed possible to perturb a small region of the lattice
in such a way that these nodes depart from the equilibrium
distribution and this perturbation propagates with conservation of form and of energy. If the chain contains many nodes,
the nonequilibrium state of the small number of nodes perturbed in this coherent mode 共namely, forming a soliton兲 will
not significantly alter the overall distribution. The transit
time of a soliton over a given oscillator is very small compared to the time scale over which equilibrium is achieved at
the scale of a single oscillator. The transit of a soliton is thus
fundamentally a nonequilibrium process. To recognize this
fact is essential for our investigation of the coupling with a
chemical reaction.
Indeed, when a shock wave propagates through the lattice,
the distribution of the energies of the oscillators in the shock
zone is perturbed away from its Boltzmann distribution. Depending on the magnitude of the shock 共ranging from a
sound wave to a detonation兲, the degree of deviation from
equilibrium could vary between insignificant to complete.
Quantifying this degree of deviation from equilibrium constitutes one of the major dilemmas of shock theory: within
the shock zone, nonequilibrium could exist, temperature
could become meaningless and a macroscopic description of
chemistry with Arrhenius kinetics becomes nonsensical. Our
mesoscopic approach allows us to investigate precisely this
regime and the interplay between the equilibrated degrees of
freedom and the out-of-equilibrium impulses.
To study the effect of an external perturbation, we consider a force that is applied at the first node,

F L ⫽M sin

冉 冊

t
,
tI

t⭐t I

and

F L ⫽0

for t⭓t I , 共7兲

in a system of n⫽200 masses and springs. At the other end
of the chain, a mass is held immobile, corresponding to fixed
boundary conditions. We identified the presence of a soliton
by observing a pulse of amplitude above the noisy background that propagates at a velocity slightly above 1 M. The
same procedure will be used below in Sec. III for the other
cases.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram for the 70th oscillator showing dimensionless velocity obtained by integration of the nondimensional TL
equation 共4兲 as a function of displacement from the equilibrium
position before 共left chaotic region兲 and after 共right chaotic region兲
a strong impact of the oscillator by a solitary wave. The abscissa is
the position measured from the initial equilibrium and the ordinate
is the velocity of the particle.

The impulse 共7兲 corresponds to a single arch starting from
and returning to 0. The motion of the first node is then described by
d2y 0
⫽ ␤ 关 1⫺e ⫺ ␣ 共 y 1 ⫺y 0 兲 兴 ⫹F L .
dt 2

共8兲

The last node could be either fixed or unbounded. When the
force is small, the deviation from equilibrium is slight. Application of a stronger force at the first node will cause the
creation of a solitary wave leading to a strong deviation from
equilibrium as illustrated in a phase diagram for the 70th
oscillator shown in Fig. 3. The conditions and parameter values for this example are listed in Table I as case 1. The
oscillator has been in equilibrium before the first arrival of
the shock wave as can be seen from the chaotic trajectory in
TABLE I. M is the maximum amplitude of the force impulse
applied at one extremity of the chain. t I is the duration of the forcing applied at the boundary that creates a train of solitary waves
disturbing the equilibrium. The parameter  ( f ) is the lattice constant of the reactants 共the products if there is a transformation兲.
When both are equal 共i.e., / 1 ⫽1兲, there is no chemical reaction
and the simulations correspond to the classic Toda lattice. The parameters ␣ f and ␤ f are the ratio of the two parameters defining the
Toda potential taken for the reactions over those taken for the products. The values ␣ f ⫽ ␤ f ⫽1 correspond to the absence of any chemistry, i.e., to the standard Toda lattice. r c is the threshold for compression at which the phase transformation or chemical reaction is
triggered.

␣f

␤f

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

10
10
10

0.9
1.1
1.1

1.5
0.9
1.1

3.0
0.8
1.5

Case no.

M

tI

 f /

1: No
reaction
2: No
reaction
3
4
5

0.5

1

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
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FIG. 4. Strain profiles at time
t⫽100 of case 1 共a兲 and case 2 共b兲
showing, respectively, 1 and 2
solitons propagating over a noisy
‘‘thermally’’ equilibrated background. The position along the x
axis is given in units of the mesh
size.

phase space shown in Fig. 3. When this oscillator is shaken
by the passage of the shock, it rapidly moves away from its
equilibrium state to a novel state, a new position in phase
space where it settled chaotically and equilibrates over time.
Due to the finiteness of the system used in the simulations,
the shock will reach the boundary of the lattice and be reflected at the last node 共we use a fixed boundary condition at
the extremity n⫽200 and a free boundary at the other extremity兲. When the 70th oscillator is again shaken by the
reflected solitary wave, it undergoes a second translation.
Between these strong perturbations, the oscillators can reach
equilibrium provided the time intervals between the solitary
wave perturbations are much longer than a vibrational period. In this example, the 70th oscillator started with a temperature of 297 K before the solitary wave arrived the first
time and finished with the temperature of 328 K after the
solitary wave was completely dissipated and final equilibrium was restored globally in the lattice. Before this final
equilibrium was reached, the oscillator had been displaced
several times by the weakening multiply reflected solitary
wave. These results are consistent with previous numerical
analysis by Hill and Knopoff 关56兴, who showed that strong
shocks in strongly nonlinear TL are led by a soliton, are
unstable and have a relatively chaotic state immediately behind the shock front. They also found that the frequency and
velocity distributions of infinite lattices are singular and inconsistent with the vibrational properties of a thermodynamically equilibrated crystalline solid at nonzero temperature.
In the next example 共case 2兲, the duration t f of the applied
force is extended ten times such that it becomes slightly
larger than twice the dimensionless natural period 2  / 冑2 ␣␤
of oscillation of the oscillators, obtained by expanding Eq.
共4兲 to linear order and thus neglecting dispersion. The strain
共relative displacement兲 profiles along the lattice of cases 1
and 2 are shown in Fig. 4 at t⫽100. There is a distinct
difference between the two profiles. In case 1, the solitary
wave travels as a single perturbation through the medium
with velocity close to 1 M. In case 2, the initial perturbation
has split into two solitary waves. The leading one has a velocity of 1.08 M and the second wave travels at 1.02 M. As
a consequence, as time progresses, the distance between the
two waves of case 2 increases. The solitary waves in case 2
conserve their form as they pass through each other, consis-

tent with the original studies of Zabusky and Kruskal 关57兴,
defining them as ‘‘solitons.’’ At the free boundary, the solitons are destabilized and their energy is transferred to the
lattice. The energy near the free boundary thus increases after the soliton has been reflected and a ‘‘hot spot’’ is generated.
The system was integrated until equilibrium at which the
temperature finally reached by the system was 517 K in case
2 compared to 328 K in case 1. The higher temperature of
case 2 is expected, since considerable more energy has been
injected into the system. An interesting observation is the
creation of multiple waves whose number is given by the
integer of t f /5. For t f less than 5, no solitary structure was
observed, only strong concentrated acoustic waves propagating at 1 M and dissipating within the lattice at they propagate. When the 共dimensionless兲 impact time are 5, 10, and
20, one, two, and four solitons are formed, respectively. Another interesting result is the effect of impact strength M
defined in Eq. 共7兲. When M decreases to zero 共regardless of
impact time兲, the perturbation does not split into separate
solitons. Instead, it travels as a single perturbation whose
velocity approaches 1 M. This derives from the well-known
fact that the propagation velocity of a Toda soliton decreases
as the amplitude of its associated strain field decreases and
eventually equates the sound velocity for vanishing amplitude. The relationship between amplitude and velocity is
completely determined by the parameters defining the Toda
model.
When the impact strength is small, the system is adequately described by a linear system 共linearization of the
exponential terms兲 and the velocity of any wave is determined by material properties alone. When the impact
strength increases, the nonlinear interaction becomes prominent and the wave speed is no longer determined by material
properties alone, but also by the magnitude of the impact.
This reflects the fundamental property of solitons and more
generally of solitary waves to result from the competition
between dispersion 共which tends to have waves at different
frequencies propagate at different velocities兲 and nonlinearity 共which tends to concentrate waves into sharp shocks兲.
The stability of solitons and the instability of dark solitons
are thoroughly investigated in the literature 共cf. 关47兴兲. Solitons keep energy focused in a small region of the chain and
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the energy does not disperse to the rest of the chain—a curiously stable, albeit nonequilibrium state. This is a clear
indication that energy transfer in the soliton must occur exclusively in the direction of propagation. The energy flux is
only directed in the direction of propagation. This property is
essential for understanding our results reported below of the
coupling between the mechanical deformation associated
with solitary waves and chemical reactions occurring in the
lattice. Indeed, if chemical energy is released in the soliton
and if it retains its coherent nondispersive localized structure,
it is possible to focus energy within this solitary wave to very
high levels.

a microscopic point of view. Recall that a similar remark has
already been formulated above with respect to the difference
between the nature of the strain at the mesoscopic level and
that at the atomic level.
Some complication may occur as a chemical reaction
brings additional time scales into the system. Here, we assume that the time scale for the release of chemical energy is
much shorter than the time scales involved in the wave
propagation. To investigate the interplay between mechanical
waves and chemical energy release at a phenomenological
level, the interaction potential is irreversibly changed into the
following expression:
⌽f⫽

V. CHEMICAL REACTION IN THE TODA LATTICE

We now define and study the reactive lattice undergoing a
chemical transformation. This model can be easily generalized to an axisymmetrical 2D geometry. The terms ‘‘chemical transformation’’ and ‘‘chemical energy’’ are used in a
loose sense. We envision the following experimental situation in which a mechanical system can suddenly undergo a
phase transformation or a chemical reaction when its local
mechanical deformation reaches a threshold. This can occur,
for instance, according to the mechanisms of Batsanov 关26兴
and Gilman 关27–29兴 in which the distortion of the lattice by
shear strain moves the electronic bands, leading eventually to
a closing of the band gap 共metallization兲 and, therefore, to a
sudden strong chemical reactivity. In our system, we shall
account for the existence of a phase transformation or of a
chemical reaction by introducing a potential energy source
when the relative displacement 共strain兲 r n ⫽y n⫹1 ⫺y n at
some point in the lattice reaches a critical threshold r c . Thus,
when two nodes are sufficiently compressed so that the relative displacement r n becomes smaller than the threshold r c ,
we assume that the initial system 共reactants兲 is transformed
into a new phase 共products兲 characterized by different parameters for the potential function defined in the right-hand
side of Eq. 共4兲, as shown in Table I. Note that the transformation occurs and the ‘‘chemical energy’’ is released only
when the material is in the compressed state. In this description, the released chemical energy could refer to the energy
difference between phases, to an amorphous-crystalline
transformation, or a chemical transformation. Chemical reaction between different species necessarily involves the issue
of mixing, which is not addressed in the present study. In our
discrete model, the reaction nucleus is the size of the lattice
mesh. Recall that a mass and its local environment are not
describing the atomic scale but an effective mesoscopic
scale. This implies that the physical size of the nucleus is no
larger than the mesh size. A genuine description of the critical nucleus would require a more complex three-dimensional
Hamiltonian with a microscopic spatial resolution.
The general result established in statistical physics, that
there are no equilibrium phase transitions in one dimension,
is not relevant to this work. This is because we define a
chemical phase transition from a phenomenological point of
view involving an effective description of the many degrees
of freedom embodied by a single element at the mesoscopic
level. In other words, our model is not one-dimensional from

再 冋 冉

␤f
⫺ f
exp ⫺ ␣ f y n⫹1 ⫺y n ⫹
␣f

⫹ ␤ f 关 y n⫹1 ⫺y n 兴 ,

冊册 冎
⫺1

共9兲

when r n becomes smaller than r c . The lattice constant  f of
the product state could be smaller or larger than . Three
different cases are investigated, the first case 共case 3 in Table
I兲 describes a product that is denser 共i.e.,  f ⬍兲, the second
case 共case 4 in Table I兲 describes a material with larger lattice constant ( f ⬎) and smaller sound velocity, and the
third case 共case 5 in Table I兲 describes a product with larger
lattice constant and larger sound velocity than the initial material. The parameters are listed in Table I. 共The interaction
potentials before and after the reaction are made continuous
at r⫽r c by adding a constant to ⌽ f .兲
Case 3 (cf. Table I):  f ⫽0.9. We introduce an initial
perturbation that is strong enough to initiate the chemical
reaction. The time evolution of the reaction is presented in
Fig. 5 in a set of six sets of two panels: The panels on the left
show the displacements as a function of distance along the
1D-lattice for six different times increasing from top to bottom. The panels on the right show the corresponding chemical conversion profile 共0 corresponds to the initial chemical
composition; 1 means full conversion to the products of the
chemical reaction兲. Acoustic waves created by the initial perturbation and the triggered chemical reaction propagate supersonically through the medium in an apparently random
way, similar to a thermal wave. The leading part of this wave
is always compressive. However, this compressive state
weakens along the propagation and about midway through
the lattice, the conversion criterion is not met. The conversion halts and an ordinary acoustic wave continues to propagate through the remainder of the lattice with no further conversion. However, there is a subtle component of the
vibration that is going to play a key role in the future evolution of the system.
The two top panels on the left of Fig. 5 correspond to time
t⫽58, at which a small soliton is ready to be spawned from
the leading edge of the chemical reaction wave. At this same
moment (t⫽58), the conversion profile exhibits a sharp
front located at x⫽95 共traveling towards the left boundary at
x⫽200兲.
At time t⫽70, the relative displacement along the lattice
allows us to distinguish clearly the existence of the soliton
that has been spawned by the reaction front. At about this
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FIG. 5. Relative displacement and conversion profiles. Top to bottom and left to right, t⫽58, 70, 229, 235, 256, and 276. The position
along the x axis is given in units of the mesh size.

time, the reaction front comes to a standstill at x⫽102. The
stagnation of this front is due to the fact that the
compression-criterion for triggering the chemical reaction is
no longer met at the boundary between reacted and unreacted
material.
However, the soliton continues its journey all the way to
the left border at x⫽200, where it is reflected from the fixed
boundary to travel back towards the static chemical reaction
front. Small acoustic waves spin off from the stalled front
and propagate towards X⫽200 and the approaching soliton.
The soliton runs through this noisy displacement field and
at t⫽229 the soliton is at x⫽129. The conversion criterion is
met at this point and chemistry is turned on. The position x
⫽129 corresponds to a point where the soliton superimposed
with a local compressive region of the ‘‘acoustic wave’’
gives a stress just large enough to initiate chemistry.
The panels at t⫽235 show the soliton traveling towards
the stalled reaction front at t⫽229. The new reaction front
triggered by this soliton is now propagating with it to the
right towards the other stalled front. At time t⫽240, the new
front runs into the stalled front and no unreacted material is
left between the fronts.
We now have basically the same situation as at time t
⫽58, when the front was located at X⫽95. The system now
spawns another little soliton at x⫽129 at t⫽252. That means

that between t⫽240, when the two fronts consolidated, and
t⫽252, no conversion happened and no front movement was
discernible. But the system was breeding another little soliton during this pause period.
In the next panels at t⫽258, the new little soliton that has
spun off from the reaction front at x⫽129 is shown to be at
x⫽141. It travels again towards the left boundary at x
⫽200. The chemical reaction front is now traveling together
with the soliton. The conversion profile at t⫽258 is also
located at x⫽141.
Complete conversion is established after t⫽282 when the
soliton and the reaction front simultaneously collide with the
left boundary of the lattice.
In summary, we have shown that the chemical reaction
can be fully completed after an initial triggering perturbation,
only because of the presence of solitons launched from the
reaction front that interact with the ambient energetic acoustic field radiated by the reaction front. We have also shown
that a soliton can support a reaction front. The simulations
have demonstrated the existence of a remarkable interaction
between the soliton, the ambient acoustic field, and the reaction front. Note that the scenario shown in Fig. 5 is only one
among many similar histories that depend on the initial conditions and the level of preexisting ambient acoustic noise.
As we have seen, the reaction front propagation can be
explained in terms of the solitons existing for unreacted and
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FIG. 6. Strain profiles for case 4. The position along the x axis is
given in units of the mesh size.

product solids without reaction. With ( ␣ f , ␤ f )⫽(1.5;3.0)
fixed for the unreacted solid 共then r c becomes irrelevant兲 and
setting  f ⫽, we indeed found solitons for perturbations M
and t I values as listed in Table I. For ( ␣ f , ␤ f )⫽(0.9;0.8) and
( ␣ f , ␤ f )⫽(1.1;1.5), we also found solitons. These solitons
differed in the time to develop and their relative positions
with respect to each other. The stochastic wave pattern over
which the solitons superimposed can probably be described
in terms of cnoidal waves corresponding to extended strain
field. Note that both the cnoidal and soliton excitations are
supersonic and their propagation velocity increases with the
strain amplitude.
Case 4 (cf. Table I):  f ⫽1.1 with a smaller sound velocity. A soliton is not observed for this case. The strain
profile in Fig. 6 shows an expansion of the lattice behind the
wave front. Therefore, the conversion is interrupted soon after onset because the compression cannot be sustained to a
level that is strong enough. It is clear that the energy that is
released in the reaction does not contribute towards sustaining and strengthening of the compression in the leading part
of the wave. Beyond the point where the criterion for the
chemical transformation is no longer met, the wave propagates as an acoustic wave through the system and the conversion profile becomes frozen.
Case 5 (cf. Table I):  f ⫽1.1 with a larger sound velocity. A solitary wave is formed in the reactive lattice and it

appears to have all the properties of a soliton. Of course, it is
not a genuine soliton since its front separates two different
phases, with the products left behind it and the reactants in
front of it. All the chemical potential energy that is released
during the reaction remains trapped in the solitary wave,
which travels supersonically with respect to the sound velocity in the reactant solid. Both the compression and particle
velocities in the wave increase, thus the released chemical
energy is stored as kinetic and elastic potential energy. This
case has the same qualitative properties as expansion shocks
in conventional fluid mechanics, where the conditions
needed to obtain an expansion shock are the simultaneous
increase in velocity and in volume. These conditions constitute quite unusual circumstances that are generally viewed as
curiosities 共Fig. 7兲.
Note that, after its reflection from the fixed boundary at
n⫽200, the solitary wave has ‘‘consumed’’ all the reactions
and the entire system consists of the new phase or products.
In this new phase, it becomes a bona fide soliton, traveling
unaffected through the other waves in the product material.
No further chemical transformations occur and the soliton
now travels with constant speed.
VI. DISCUSSION

We have presented a numerical study that suggests that
solitary waves may play an important role in explosive supersonic reactions and conversions. For this, we started from
the classic TL, extending it beyond its use as a phenomenological model for processes occurring at the atomic level.
Since most of experimental observations are performed at
the mesoscopic and macroscopic levels, we use the TL as a
phenomenological model that embodies the minimal number of essential ingredients of the problem 共nonlinear
elasticity⫹dispersion兲 to explore the different possible regimes. We stress that the phenomenology documented and
summarized in this paper for the TL is qualitatively in agreement with that obtained from a continuous description based
on the Boussinesq equation that can be further transformed
into the Korteweg de Vries equation. We have then extended
the TL to include chemistry in order to describe a reactive
material in nonequilibrium situation, with applications to explosions and detonations as well as very fast phase conversion.

FIG. 7. Strain profiles for case 5 at 共a兲 t⫽60, 共b兲 t⫽160. The position along the x axis is given in units of the mesh size.
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sions larger than one, but offer it as a conjecture to be tested
in future works.
When chemistry is included in the lattice, a nonsteady
state solitary wave is observed for two cases: 共1兲 when the
product expands with respect to the reactant and the system
has higher sound velocity and 共2兲 when the product is more
compact that the reaction. The first case involves a rather
peculiar combination of conditions that is a curiosity rather
than a genuinely realistic situation. The second case is much
more interesting and we have shown a complex interplay
between the solitons, acoustic waves, and reaction fronts.
The situation thus seems much richer and more complex than
obtained previously in Ref. 关25兴 and in Refs. 关40兴, 关41兴. As
long as reactants are available, it converts the material and
traps the chemical energy as elastic potential energy and the
balance as kinetic energy. Within the spatial zone in which
the chemical reaction actually takes place, the lattice is
highly compressed and particles have large particle velocities. These velocities belong to the drift component and not
the random 共or thermal兲 component of the total velocity. The
chemical transformation is athermal as the system is far from
equilibrium. Furthermore, the chemical energy is not directly
released as thermal energy. No energy spills over into thermal energy as long as free boundaries or internal defects are
absent. At defects and free boundaries, conversion to thermal
energy occurs and eventually leads to thermal equilibrium at
long times.
When the product has a larger lattice constant and lower
sound velocity, a supersonic wave is observed directly after
impact. But it is not self-sustaining and disappears, leaving
only an acoustic wave. There results seem to hold true in all
the simulations we have performed until now which explored
a significant part but nevertheless nonexhaustive fraction of
the phase diagram.
The simple model proposed here allows us to study nonequilibrium chemistry and lattice motions with great ease.
The limitations of this model must also be recognized, especially its one dimensionality and the interactions that are
limited to nearest neighbors. Although 3D MDS are computationally costly, they should be used to verify the findings
presented here. This study is underway. Finally, it would be
extremely interesting to develop experimental techniques to
probe directly for the existence of the long-lived propagative
concentrations of energy that we propose here.

The TL equations are deterministic but the oscillators
clearly adopt the Boltzmann distribution, thus providing the
correct analog of a thermodynamics. The equilibrium state
has been calculated by the probability of finding a given
velocity state space both using an ensemble statistics over a
large number of oscillators at a fixed moment in time and by
cumulative statistics over a long period of time for a single
oscillator 共effective ergodicity property兲. We have clearly
documented that the oscillators approach the Boltzmann distribution at long times, that the state variables are defined
and they can be matched with the continuum model.
When perturbations as in the shock wave occur on time
scales too short to allow the oscillators to reach the Boltzmann distribution, one needs a model that takes suitably into
account both equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium states and
their interactions. In this sense, the TL is ideally suited. We
have, in addition, built-in chemistry by modifying the Hamiltonian at reactant interfaces to a double well potential: When
a compressive stress threshold is reached, reactants combine
irreversibly to give products that are modeled by a different
interaction potential. Chemical energy is released when the
mechanical vibrations resulting from both the possible existence of a solitary wave and of the rest of the vibrational
background forces a node to reach the conversion threshold
and thus crosses the energy barrier.
We have observed that the released chemical energy initially contributes to the kinetic energy of the oscillator. Due
to friction 共as in the Langevin equation兲, this energy tends to
be transformed over time into vibrational energy or heat in
the transition zone behind the shock wave. If solitary waves
can be nucleated by the initial conditions, we have shown
that they act as traps of energy: In the presence of ongoing
chemical energy release, the energy piles up within the trapping solitary wave, providing a positive feedback that enhances the strength and velocity of the solitary wave. The
trapping property of solitons and of solitary waves result
from the fact that the energy flux within them points forwards in the wake. In contrast, the energy flux points backwards in the wake of ordinary dispersive waves resulting in a
negative feedback. Thus, dispersive waves in nonreactive
media dampen out, but in the presence of chemistry, the
chemical energy released in the wave competes with energy
losses in the wake to result in either a steady reactive wave
or an attenuating wave that extinguishes. We believe and
propose that the relevant point is not so much the existence
of solitons in the strict sense, but the possibility of transient
but long-lived coherent propagative concentration of energy
which can contain and concentrate the energy released by the
chemical concentration for a sufficiently long time. Of
course, we have not proved that this is the case in dimen-
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PECVD reactors are increasingly used for the manufacturing of electronic components.
This paper presents a rzdctor model for the deposition of amorphous hydrogenated silicon
in a dc glow discharge of Ar-Sili4 The parallel-plate configuration is used in this study.
Electron and positive ion densities have been calculated in a self-consistent way. A
macroscopic description that is based on the Boltzmann equation with forwardscattering
is used to calculate the ionization rate. The dissociation rste constant of SiH4 requires
knowledge about the electron energy distribution function. Maxwell and Druyvesteyn
distributions are compared and the numerical results show that the deposition rate is
lower for the Druyvesteyn distribution. The plasma chemistry model irlcludes sihne, silyl,
silylene, disilane, hydrogen, and atomic hydrogen. The sensitivity o i the deposition rate
toward the branching ratios SiH, and SiMl as well as H: and H during silyl dissociation
is examined. Further parameters that arc considered in the sensitivity analysis include
anode,'carhode t~mperatures,piessure, applied voltage, gap dist;~ni.c,g;rp length, molar
fraction of S i h , and flow speed. This wo1.k offers insight into the effects of all design
and control variables.

I. lNTRODUCTlON

Plnsnia enhanced CVD (PECVD) has gained proininence as an important material processing tool since ils
introduction in the mid 60's. In the PECVD process,
gnsrs src ionized by an electric energy source to torn]
a plasma. Through the intermediation of the highly
energized electrons, radical species are formed from the
precursor n~oleculargases. These radicals are chemically
very active, and their stability in the gas phase is
delermined by the rate of recombination and disproportionation reactions. The more stable radicals diffuse to
the reactor walls where they are depleted by rapid insertion reactions. One outstanding feature of the PECVD
process is the ability to energize electrons to very high
levels, without any significant rise in the gas temperature.
Processing at lower substrate temperature holds several
advantages; e.g., temperature-sensitive material can be
used, and s reduction in residual stress results, due to
thermal mismatch.
Whereas traditional CVD systems employed thermal
energy to assist the deposition reaction, PECVD uses
electrons produced by the glow discharge. The advantages oC PECVD are obvious, but the understanding of
and the ability to control this system are considerably
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Passivation layers, diffusion masks, and interlayer ~ l i clcctrics c m be deposited at low tempernturcs. But
thc nlajor advant;~gv OS I'ECVI) w.~s rcalizcd whctl
macroclectronic devices wtrc hbricated by this mr~hod.
Examples are photovoltaic cells, large ;Ire;! display pancls, linc:~rarrays, and othtr thin Alin b:~sedtechnology.
Recently PECVD was used to dcposit thin films
of polycrystallinc diamond.' Microwave plilsmas ;!m
normally used for diamond deposition_ but (hey have
certain limitations. If a PECVD process can be deviscd
that produces a large concentration of atomic hydrogen
and sufficient ion bombardment to remove any pyrolytic
carbon, it has a good chance to deposit diamond-like
film at a fast rate. This brings us to the philosophy
of a generic reactor design. Different objectives will
lead to different designs. For example, if it is desirable
to have a large concentration of atomic hydrogen, gap
space and electric field strengtl~are the crucial factors;
if a uniiorm deposition rate is the objective, then rhe
hydrodynamic design will require more attention and in
industrial reactors, onve version and yield are the decisive
factors in the design process.
The glow discharge decomposition of silane to produce amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) is the
nlost well-known PECVD process. I t is important
because of its use in solar cells and thin film transistors.'
The Japanese have also embarked on a program to
scale-up plasma processes to achieve time and cost
reduction in device fabrication through mass production.
'3 1992 ?.?a:e6a!s r-'ssesrch Snciety
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In particular, their 'Sunshine Project" is aimed at the
development of low-cost mass production techniques for
fabricating a-Si: H solar cells. Another crucial development was the discovery in 1975 that the electronic
properties of the glow discharge deposited material could
be controlled very effectively by substilutional doping
from the gas phase." This possibility has opened a rapidly
growing new field of research and applications.
The motivation for this work is to develop an
integrated model that can be used to predict film growth
rate and uniformity and analyze the sensitivily of these
qualitics. Thc modcl finds important applications in
the design, scale-up. and characterization of PECVD
reactors. The model consists of two parts; the first part
models the glow dischargc and the second part describcs
the plasma chemistry and the spatial distribution of the
neutral species.
A macroscopic approach was followed to derive the
model for the glow discharge. This implies that electron
and ion behavior are described by a one-dime~isional
continuum model and the rate of ionization is determined
by a nonequilibrium, macroscopic relation with the electric field. The electron and ion density distributions, the
electric field, and the rate of ionization then give a selfconsistent description of the glow discharge and these
equations are solvcd numerically. Space discretization
was done according to the Scharfetter-Gummel scheme.
Starting from an estimated solution, it was improved
by implicit integration of a false transient form of the
equations. The steady state solution was then calculated
by Newton's method.
For the second part of the model, a two-dimensional
compressible fluid flow model was used to calculate
the conccntration of all neutral species, and the ideal
gas law was used as ihc equation of state. A Galerkin
finite eleme~itmethod was used to calculate the velocity,
temperature, and concentration fields, and the deposition
rates and profiles along the electrode surfaces were
also calculated. The model also made provision for
the temperature and pressure dependencies of all the
physical properties. Special consideration was given to
the physical properties of the atomic hydrogen and the
radicals. But the kcyslone of the process is, of course,
the electron-silane dissociation reactions. and little will
be gained by paying attention to the other details while
neglecting this step.
The dissociation of silane produces silyl and silylene. But the formation of silylene also occurs along
two possible routes; in one case hydrogen is produced
and in the other case molecular hydrogen is produced.
Distinction between these two routes is important since
atomic hydrogen participates in a secondary hydrogen
extraction reaction with silane to form silyl. The experimental collision cross section for dissociation does not
distinguish among the different dissociation reactions,

.

and branching among the three possible reactions introduces two additional parameters to the system. The rate
of dissociation warrants some discussion, since it plays
such an important role. The main disadvantage of any
macroscopic approach is the lack of information about
the electroi~ energy distribution (EEDF). The EEDF
is required to calculate the dissociation rate. In this
study we will assume two forms of the EEDF. namely
the Maxwellian and the Druyvesteyn distributions. The
mechanism of film growth is not perfectly clear, but it
is known (cf. ~ u s h n e s )that silylene can insert directly
into saturated silicon bonds on the surface, while silyl
can insert only into a dangling bond (i.e., 5 Si - .).
The emission of hydrogen from the film underlies the
insertion rates, but in this model sticking coefficients of
unity were used for both silyl and silylene.
Deposition rates and profiles on both electrodes
are calculated and compared for the different energy
distributions. Furthermore, a parameter study was done
where the values of all the parameters of the model
wcre varied by 510% from a base case and changes in
deposition rates and film uniformity were used to rank
the sensitivity of all the parameters.

II. THE MODEL
A model that describes the behavior of a PECVD
reactor consists of the conservation equations for charge,
mass, energy, and momentum as well a s the transport of
charged and chemically active spccies. In this model a
feeding gas of Ar and SiH4, where the silane concentration is in the order of l%,is considered. The addition of
a molecular gas to the noble gas will affect the electron
energy distribution. But we considered only the ionization of Ar in the model; since silane is not included in
the glow discharge model, the chemistryhydrodynamic
part of the model becomes decoupled from the discharge
with significant savings in computing times. To make this
assumption more justifiable, we considered only mole
fractions of silane in the range of 1%.
A. Glow discharge
A continuum description for the behavior of the
glow discharge is followed. The continuum description is
valid only as long as certain criteria are met. The most
important one is that the number of charged particles
contained in a sphere of Debye radius is large.

where ro is the permittivity of free space, k s is the
Boltzmann constant, p, is the charge density, and e
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is the charge of a particle. This condition limits the
plasma charge granularity and ensures weak potential
interactions.
Since Ar is an electropositive gas, the model will
not include any anion formation; i.e., any inelastic collision between an electron and an Ar-atom will have
a negligible probability to be of the associative type.
The governing equations for the glow discharge are as
follows.

1. Electron conservation equation

I

.."
This balance for the electron density n, considers only
..

electron-neutral impact ionization ns a source term; due
to the low degrce of ionization the change in Arconcentration is very small and N,No remains close to
unity.
the glow discharge is decoupled from any
neutral species balance.

2. Positive ion conservaiion equation
an,
+ V.jp=aj.

temperature can be introduced and ionization is treated
as in chemical reaction theory. Graves and Jensenh used
this method and assumed n kinetic form of the Arrheniustype. Segur er 01' detined a memory kernel for their
nonequilibrium model and fitted it to values for a Heplasma. FriedlandWi derived a nonequilibrium model,
based on the forwardscattering form of the Boltzmann
equation; i.e., the distribution function depends only on
one spatial dimension and energy. Taking the first and
second moments of the Boltz~nannequation (with respect
to energy) and using the assumptions that the ionization
and excitation cross sectiuns depend linearly on energy
(Qj = a e , Q, = kc), the following equation is found
for a:
da

_I_
+

The fluxes j, and j, are defined for the potential V as

jp

=

-D, v n, + pen, v V
-DP V n,, - p p n p V V

(5)
i6)

First it should be noted that the term for convective
transport tacitly implies a momentum balance for the
charged species of the form

where U L is the velocity and in er the sign of the charge
should be taken into consideration. The mobility pi
can be easily inferred from Eq. (7). v,, is a collision
frequency for momentum transfer. Experimental values
for mobilities and diffusion coefficients will be used in
this model (see Appendix). Thz potential in the gap is
given by the Poisson equation.

3. Poisson equation

V2V

=

lel
--(n,
E0

-

n,)

(8)

The ionization coefficient a determines the rate
of electron generation, and either a microscopic or
a macroscopic approach can be followed. If the microscopic approach is followed, all swarm parameters,
including a, are determined by solving the Boltzmann
equation. A less arduous approach is to determine a by
a macroscopic approach. One possibility is to ascribe to
the electrons a certain energy distribution (EEDF), e.g.,
a Maxwellian distribution, then the concept of electron
2!C?

=

0

(9)

I

f

(4)

.,A

=

+ pkfa - paE

where k and a are the coefficients of the excitation and
ionization cross sections, respectively, and p is the total
pressure. 6 is the amount o l energy that is lost by an
electron in a collision 2nd it is taken as the mean of the
excitation and ionization valucs:

01

j,

a2

L'i

= -tft<,"
2

+

fstr)

(10)

The energy loss for excitation collisions )
also
presents an average
of
the
different
excitarion
collisions that are possible."' The ionization rate is highest
in the cathodic sheath region, and in this region the
assumptions of the Friedland formulation hold best.
Although the assumplions are no longer valid in the
bulk plasma, the ionization is low and the error will not
affect the model qualitatively. To improve the model will
require a self-consistent microscopic description, but at
the expense of excessive computing tin~es.
There exists quite a variety of reactor configurations:
the most popular are the parallel-plate type and the
concentric cylinders with axial flow. The configuration
that will be used in our model is a parallel-plate reactor,
shown schematically in Fig. I. Inlet and outlet sections
are provided for How stabilization. Based on this configuration, we will also assume that the charge species will
have only unidirectional motion, and any axial advection
will be negligible compared to the electric-held directed
motion. Hence the Laplace and del-operators can be
written as second and first derivatives with respect to 2.
The boundary conditions used in the calculations are
as follows:
The cathode ( - H / 2 ) is not transparent for the Hux of
positive ions and the Hux of electrons is due to secondary
emission.

;
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OUTLET

4. Equation of state

R,Tp
H =

FLOW-

t

INLET

CATHODE

OUTLET

l

I

=

p

O.OZ!M]

l

X

1

1

1

M;X;

(17)

;=I

If the average molecular mass of the gas is assumed to
be constant, the conservation equation for any species
can be written as

5. Conservation of m a s s
FIG. 1.

Parallcl-plate reactor

schcma.

where y is the secondary emission coefficient.
The anode ( H / 2 ) perfectly absorbs electrons and the
flux of positive charged particles is set to zero.

B. Hydrodynamic model of reactor

Gas flows through the reactor and the transport of
neutral species are not all'ectcd by the electric field.
The ionization in typical glow dischargs accounts for a
conversion of only one part per million and therefore the
neutral species mass balances and momentum balances
are decoupled from the rest of the plasma model. In order
to describe the distribution and fluxes of neutral species,
specifically the silane and radicals, a two-dimensional
compressible flow model is used.
1. Continuity equation

2. Momentum equations
DU
p -= - V p - V . ? +
pg
(14)
Dt
where D I D t denotes the substantial derivative and V
represents the divergence operator. The viscous tensor 7
is defined for a Newtonian fluid as

The choice of boundary conditions is also a point of
contention, and these conditions must be chosen in such
a way that they correctly describc the prevalent physical
conditions at any boundary. The configuration that is
used has fore- and after-section with the electrodes in
between. The flow is then developed when it enters the
fore-section and Poiseuille flow also prevails at the end
of [he after-section;

U

=

(0, U,, 0)

(19)

where U p denotes the Poiseuille solution. At solid walls
the non-slip condition was applied
n.U = 0
t.U =0

(20)
(21)

where n and T denote unit normal and tangential vectors
to the solid walls. For the temperature and mass balance
equations, the Danckwerts boundary conditions are used.
At the inlet of the reactor

-

n . U(xi - xi.o)

=

D i ( i i . Vx;

+

a ; x i i i . Vln T)
(.2 3.)

and at the outlet of the reactor section

ii.VT

=

0

(24)

J

In the energy conservation equation, the clfccts due to
changes in pressure, viscous dissipat~on,and concentration gradients (Dufour effect) were neglected.

The surface on the upper part of the reactor system,
which includes the fore-section, anode, and after-section,
is kept at a constant temperature

T(. =

3. Energy equation
DT
pc,-= V .kVT
(16)
D:
The system is closed by an equation of state. and for our
operating conditions the ideal gas law was used.
J.

f )= Tan

(26)

but the tcmperaturc on the bottom part is ramped linearly
from Tan in the fore-section to T,., at the beginning of
the cathode, and is linearly decreased in the after-section
down to To,.
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The Fricdland equation is written as:
The model discussed in the prcvious scctions is
made nondimension;il by using a sct of scales. The
height H between the electrodes is used to scale vertical
distance, the length of the electrodes is used for scaling
axial distance, and thc applied voltage at the cathode is
used for scaling potential.
An arbitrary number density 11" is used to scale particle densities of the charged species. Neutral species are
expressed as a mole fraction. The pressure and tempcrature at inlet stream are chosen to scale physical properties
of gaseous species, which are used to define all dimensionless groups. Velocity is scaled by the ratio, U,,! =
# ( o . ~ H ) ~ / pressure
v,
is scaled by p , , 1 ~ , , l / ( H / 2 ) , and
dimensionless temperature B is defined as TIT,,!. The
definitions of all rhe dimensionless parameters are shown
in the Table I. Note that nota~ionhas not been changed
from the dimensionless formulation.
The model of a dc glow discharge now takes the
form
dn,
dj,
Foe+= crj,
(27)
dr
dz
dn,
dip Fo - + - - paj,
(28)
P dr
dz
dZV - -b(n, - n,)
(29)
dz2
where the dimensionless fluxes j, and j, are

1. Continuity equation

2. Momentum equations

where

TABLE I. Definitions of paramclers and rypical valucb.

Definition

Parameter

P

D.
-

2.5.

r
Pe,
pep

Foe

lol

5.12. 10-9

&
Dr

3. Energy equation

Valuc

(S)

1.71. 10'
1.14. 10'

DP

@D,HT

1.71. 102

r

S
E

b
Gr
Ra

Pes;~,

4. Concentration equation

4.00. 106

FOP
DP'

p k f (0.5H)
poV~ciO.5H)

m
vxco

5.22
1.48. 10"
12.06
3.12.10-2

a
+:C,

*

2.21.10-2

Reaction conswnt Eq.(47)
Reaction constant Eq.(4X)
Rcacrion constant Eq.(49)

5.0. 10-18
1.0. 10-16
1.7. 10-"

1.d

2.68.10-'

~T~JD~ZI

k6

PI
ka

2!f4

g,(
(m3

. S ' )
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Ill. NUMERICAL METHOD
Based on our assumptions, the solving procedure
has been divided into two parts: the glow discharge
and the hydrodynamic description of the reactor. Both
are coupled through the reaction between electrons and
silane. Other interactions between plasma field and gas
flow in the reactor are not taken into consideration.
A. G l o w d i s c h a r g e
Due to high nonlinearity and strong coupling of thc
govcrning equations, thc tre;ltmcnt of these equations
poscs a difficult numcric;ll problcm. Examples of a few
attempts to solvc this problcm can be found in the
litcraturc.
1. Ward" pioneered numcrical modeling of glow
discharges. Hc used a shooting technique to solve the
equations.
2. Lowkc and Davics" uscd an explicit relaxation
method and obtained the stcady state from the dynamic
form of thc equations; a prcdictor-corrector mcthod was
uscd for time inlegration.
3. Graves and J e n s e n 5 o l v e d both the dc and rf
problem. The latter problem was considered as a boundary value problem in thc time domain, and a Fouricr
expansion was uscd to prescnt time variations.
4. K u s h n ~ r 'discretized
~
spatial functions by finite
differcnces and integrated thc equations in time by a
third order Runge-Kutta.
5. Boeuf" adapted the implicit exponential schcme
of Scharfetter and Gummel to model a two-dimensional
dc glow discharge.
The problem of electron and hole transport in scmiconductor dcvices is analogous to the glow discharge
problem.
6. Traar et al." discussed a wide range of iteration
methods for these types of convective dominant transport
equations.
The implicit exponential scheme of Scharfetter and
G ~ m m e l 'has
~ been chosen to discretize the continuity
equations. The main advantage of this scheme is its
robustness, stability, and ability to deal with situations
where either the convection or diffusion component of
the total flux is dominant (these situations correspond,
respectively, to the sheath and plasma regions).
The source term in the continuity equation is implemented into a computer code as a continuous and
smooth function of ionization coefficient a , and electron
flux j,:

and s is a parameter chosen arbitrarily large.
The symmetric finite difference approximation is
used for the Poisson equation. Friedland's equation
i

i

I

is discretized by backward finite difference. Physical
domain
=
H ) is m a ~ ~ cOnto
d a
computational domain (interval x E [-L 11). In our
an equidistant mesh Wed.
Aftcr discretizing in the space domain, an initial
problem is
which is integrated
a
second-order accurate trapezoid mle. The NewtonR a ~ h s o niterative scheme is used to obtain the solution
at kach stcp and finally to find steady-state solution
when the time derivatives diminish. The discretization of
governing equations has resulted in the set of nonlinear
algebraic-equations

n ( ~= )o

(42)

wherc thc vector of unknowns is represented as
y

=

(ns4i-3.V~I-~rng4i-1.
a4;.
...)

i

=

1.2,.

..N,
(43)

N,: total number of nodes in the computational domain.
Sincc matrix 0 is sparse, the advantage of its bandmatrix representation is used for calculations. Each step
in thc Ncwton-Raphson method requires the solution
of the linear system. In the numcrical routinc LUdecomposition has been used. At each step (starting
from i 2 2) the ratio & ; l / & j is checked for
convergencc against the specified number and only if this
ratio becomes smallcr than 100, thc Jacobian is updated:
otherwise the LU-decomposition from thc previous step
is used. The electric field and ionization term are updated
only once at each time step.
During marching in time the size of the time step
depends upon deviation from steady state solution. The
strategy for varying the step size A is based on
estimation of the local truncation error."

B. Numerical solution of hydrodynamic m o d e l
The partial differential equations conserving momentum, heat, and mass transfer are numerically solved
by the Galerkin finite element mcthod. The code was
developed to handle both diffusion and advectiondominated problems. In order to overcome oscillations
in the latter case, artificial dispersion is i n t r ~ d u c e d . ' ~
In applying the Galerkin finite element method m the
hydrodynamic model, pressure has to be approximated
with trial functions of one order lower than the trial
functions for velocity. temperature, and concentration.
The artificial dispersion is introduced into the momentum
equations in a form that is referred to as the streamline
upwind method (SU)17 and into the energy and concentration balances by the SU Pctrov-Galerkin method (see
Brooks and HughesIs). Finally, the system of nonlinear
algebraic equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson
method. To improve the initial guess, a false transient
method is adopted.
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[V. RATE OF SlLANE DISSOCIATION

~ ] ~ theh glow ~ discharge
~ ~ hdrposiliorl of silane to
produce a - ~ i :is ~the
studied plasma enhanced
CVI) process, [he derails of [he silane plasma chemistry
are still debated. c~~~~~~~~~~
over the dominance of the silylene or silyl radicals in the deposition
process.i~'Y
In pure amorphous silicon, atoms that are only
threefold coordinated have an unpaired electron, referred
to as a dangliny bond. These unpaired electrons impair
the film's photoconductivity and photoluminescencs. In
hydrogenated amorphous silicon the density of dangling
bonds is greatly reduced, hecause hydrogen can b o ~ dto
single silicon atoms. Not all hydrogen incorporated in the
silicon structure attaches to dangling honds; it is rcporlcd
by ThomasIu that hydrogen preferentially diffused into
a hydrogen-rich phase that was interdispersed hetween
a columnar phase of monohydride Si-H groups. Only
hydrogen that is incorporated in the latler phase will
lead to a reductiorl in the dangling bond density. In
a weakly ionized glow, neutral radical species in the
ground electronic stare play important roles in depositing
a-Si: H,they directly participate in the chemical and
physical processes on the surface of the deposit.

The insertion reaction is potentially fast and it produces
disilane, which does not incorporate into the growing
film. The silyl radical is more stable than the silylene
radical and participates in few depleting reactions. The
I I I O S ~importanr of thcse is a recombination reaction:
SiH,

+ SiH3

>

SiHz

+ SiHl

(49)

Kushner5 undertook a detail modeling of the silane
dissociation chemistry in a glow discharge. I-le used
maximum and minimum values for the rate constants of
Eq. (48) and (49) which were available in literarure. It
was also found thar the deposition rate is most sensitive
to the yield of H atoms from the dissociation to SiH2.
Silyl is [he only main contributor ro film growth when
the sticking coefficient exceeds 0.5. Along the guidelines
~ rate constants for reactions
provided by K u s h n z ~ ,the
(47)-(49) are listed in Table 1.
Itabashi2' er al. measured (and apparently !he first
time to do so) the spalial dislribution of silyl radicals in
an rf silane plasma, using infrared diode laser absorption
spectroscopy. They used the following rate of deposition
expression:

Plasma chemistry
Electron cnllisions with silane produce a wide range
of products, but the majority of these products are
not stable. The major branching processes for neutral
dissociation arc:

We define the following branching ratios:
a =

=

kl

kl

+ k: + k,

kl

-1

kz
k2

+ k3

Generation of H atoms during electron impact dissociation cffcctively increases the rate of productinn of
radicals due to the following reaction:

Silylene is depleted by an incertion reaction with silane
h.-

SiH2

2i65

+ Siiild

Si2H6

i48)

The loss probahilitv P = 0.26, the sticking coefficient
S = 0.09, which is quite a low value compared to the
threshold value of Kushner: m = 4.7 X 10-23 g , and
p - 2.21 g/cm3. Thcy calculated R, = 0.40 p m / h for
a SiH4/H2 plasma at 8 0 ~nTorrand 125 W power deposition hetween a 3 cm gap. The experimental rate
was 0.64 p m / h . To distinguish properly between silyl
and silylene, their respective collision cross sections are
required; unfortunately only global cross sections are
available. Perrin et al." measured global cross sections
for dissociarion of methane and silane for eleclron energies between 8 and 110 eV. Thc former value is the
experimentally found threshold energy for dissociarion
of silane. ~ i c e k ! "used explicit forms of cross sections
for .4r, and we used their funclional form to tir t'errin's
experimental results.

This curvc fits the measured range of electron energy
very well, and we used it to evaluate the cross section
for the dissociation kinetics. To fincl the rate constant
for dissociation, one requires knowledge of the clcclron

I
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et al.23 where it was found that the silyl concentration
reaclies a maximum in a small region near the cathode.
They used dissociation collision frequencies Rd which
were published by Ohmori er al.'*

energy distribution function (EEDF):

wlicre Z(.r) denotes an averagc clcctron encrgy at X .
Thc mcan clcctron cnergy will be determincd for the
plasma, using the Friedland equation to model ionization.
In Fig. 2 normalized values of the mean electron energy
and the dissociation rate constants are shown. A sharp
increase in energy in the sheath region is followed by a
dcclinc to a low c n c g y in tlie rcrnainder of thc plasma.
T h c maximum c n c g y for this cxamplc (i.e., 600 V
over a 2 cm gap) is 110 eV. One should not mistakcnly attributc the decline in mcan encrgy to collision
proccsses. The main reason for the decrease in mean
energy is thc formation of an avalanche of new electrons,
which gain far lcss cncrgy than shcath electrons, and
tlie mean is shifted toward this bulk of low-energy
clcctrons. Informalion on the shcath electrons is lost.
Anothcr importanl factor that we want to point out is the
contribution of electrons formed in thc sheath to the total
flux of electrons. Although the shcath electrons form
a small fraction of thc total clectron numbcr density,
they form a significant fraction of thc total electron flux.
Thcrefore thcy makc an important contribution to thc
production of radical species.
Tlie Maxwell distribution gives the highest k. value
locally, but lhc values decrease sharply away from
this point. The Druyvestcyn distribution gives a similar
profile. but thc values for k D arc smaller. T h c relation
bctween reaction rate and mean cnergy is also evident
from Fig. 2 and one can immediately see that most of
thc radical production will take placc near the cathode.
This conclusion is confirmed by the model of Yamaguchi

1
, ,
:
'\

\

,

,

,'

',

:

:

~

~

D r u y u e s t e y n E.D.F.
E.D.F.

. Mexwell

V. RESULTS
In this section the results of thc plasma reactor model
will be reported. But first a brief exposition of this
section will be helpful. We start off by defining a scalar
norm of the uniformity o l deposition to measure reactor pcrformancc as e function of diffcrcnt parameters.
Some results of the glow discharge itself are presented.
Charged species concentrations, potential, and ionization
rates are shown for a range of applied voltages, distances
across the gap, and the total prcssure.
For the sake of comparison, a basc case is defined.
The concentration fields of all species are shown for
the base case. Next we do a sensitivity analysis. All
the design and control variables are changed by 510%
from their basc values and the change in the norm is
calculated. Dcposition rate profiles along the gap arc
shown for these different parameter values, including
a comparison betwcen the Maxwell and Dmyvesteyn
distributions. Thc effects of branching ratios (silanc
dissociation) on the deposition rate profiles are also
prescnted.
It is not easy to dcfine an unambiguous norm for a
reactor. Solid state physical requiremcnts of the film will
most likely dictate different criteria. However, we will
assume that only two factors determinc the performance
of the reactor: the rate of deposition and the uniformity
of deposition. Thc first consideration is bounded from
below by economical factors and from above by physical
factors (e.g., particle formation. film quality, etc.). We
will report average deposition rates on both electrodes.
and whether it meets the economical and physical criteria
is not addressed in this work. The following norm
is proposed to measurc the uniformity of deposition,
and it will be used to compare the effects of different
parameters on the system.

wherc jd is the sum of thc silyl and silylene fluxes
is the averagcd value.
at thc cathode/anodc and
It's obvious that the smaller the norm, the better the
uniformity.
0
- 4

.O

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Z

FIG. 2. Space cvalulion of elearons mcan cnergy. Space evolulion
of reaction rale for Maxwell and Druyvesieyn electron energy distribution functions.

A. R e s u l t s of glow d i s c h a r g e
7?le glow discharge reactor, as was outlined in the
model description, conforms to a parallel-plate configuration and it is also consistent with some of the reactors
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FIG. ?. Space evolution of glow dibchargc plasma lor diifcrenl volvilgcs V = 6W,5U). 2nd 660 V:
(b) concenlralion of pos~livcions ( X IU1'/m3), (c) polcnlial, anrl (d) iuni~aliunralc (I/cm).

in use at the "Sunshine Project" in Japan? A base
pressure of 1.5 Torr was used and the gas, containing
1% SiH,, was fed at a rate of 10 cm/s. Figure 3 is
a compounded presentation of the results for a 2 cm
gap hetween the electrodes and for different voltages.
For the base case of 600 V, the sheath thickness is
approximately 14% of the gap space and it decreases to
12% when the vohage is increased by 60 V. The increase
in potential decreases the width of the sheath and the
electron density has increased to 164 X 101S/m3.
In
terms of reactor performance, ihese changes will :ead to
an increase in silyl deposition for the following reasons.
2168

0.0

(a) ronrcnlr;~lion of clcnrons (X10"/m3),

A decrease in sheath thickness leads to a decrease in the
dislance silyl has to diffuse. 4 higher elearou density,
in a stronger electric field, will increase the formation
of radical species. Lowering the voltage by 10% leads
to a sheath thickness of ;= 18% and the electron density
drops to 39 X 1015/m3. The qualitative changes in the
piasma when changing the potential are clear: increasing
the potential leads to a narrower sheath and a higher
eleclrun density, elcctron energy increases, and silyl
prodaction goes up.
Tk.
e
m a x i m m niiiiibei deiisities of the charged
species quadrupled from the lower to the higher voltage.
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The potential shows little change, but a slight shift in
the sheath rcgion is noticeable. The potential incrcascs
sharply across the sheath, and is quite Rat in the plasma
region. A small drop in potential is noticeable near thc
anode. The markedly different electric field near the
cathode comparcd to the anodc will lead to quitc an
intense ion bombardment at thc cathode and to a much
lesser extent at the anode. The film's quality is influenced
by the ion bombardment and a higher density film
can bc cxpected on the cathodc. The ionization rate is
limited to the sheath rcgion, and thc maximum increases
with incrcascd voltagc, ns cxpcctcd. Figurc 4 shows the
rcsults for 600 V, but ?10% chanecs
- in pressure. The
system shows lcss scnsitivity to thcse changes; e.g.,
thc maximum number densities changed = R O B betwcen
the extrema. Similar results are obtained when thc gap
distance is changed. The reader is cautioned in interprcting thc results in Fig. 5 sincc thc gap spacc was nondimcnsionalized by differcnt values of H. The discharge
exhibits cven lesser scnsitivity than in the previous
two cases. Finally, Fig. 6 shows results for diffcrcnt
mean temperatures in the gap. Apart from changing thc
density, temperature also affects the parameters in thc
Friedland formulation and thc transport parameters (cf.
Appendix). An importan1 point that stays in neglect is
the tcmperature dcpendency of the secondary emission
coefficicnt. Also notc that any thcrmionic emission is
not considered in ihis model.
B. P l a s m a c h e m i s t r y r e s u l t s

To solvc for the concentration fields, onc requires
knowledge of the kinetics for S i H 4 dissociation. A full
scction is dedicated to this problcm, because it is the part
of thc systcm onc has to understand. and has to control,
if one really wants to bcncfit from a mathematical modcl.
Any improvcment in the system is possible only if
the kinetics of thc dissociation reaction is improvcd.
Tracking back this line of reasoning, it follows lhat the
EEDF plays a very important role. The EEDF is an
output of tlic glow discharge and it can bc controllcd
by changing the potential and pressurc (these are the
most convenicnt control variablcs).
In Figs. 7-12 isolines of the molar fractions are
shown for SiH4, SiH3, SiH2, Si2Hs, H2: and H. respcctively. Silane depletion is highcst near thc cathodc,
as can also bc ohscrvcd irom the maxima in silyl
and silylcne concentrations in this region. The high
difiusivities of the radical species lead to their presencc well outside thc rcactor zonc. However, therc
is a significant diifcrcncc in thc distribution of silyl
and silylene. The latter species is also depleted by an
insertion reaction with silane and thus silylcne is located
only near the cathode (wherc silane is least) whilc silyl
is also present near thc anode. The high mobilities
J.

of molecular and atomic hydrogen are reflected in the
relatively large concentrations outside the reactor zone,
both up and downstream. Thc flux of silyl and silylene to thc cathode and anode can now be determincd
( j , ,i = SiH,, %H2):

The rate of deposition is calculated in the same way as
Yamaguchi et 01.~' It is expressed in unit of ,um/h.

and p = 4.29 X 1028.The sticking coefficient is taken
as S = 1. In ihc following scction, deposition rates and
profiles are shown at diflerent operating conditions and
for diffcrent clectron encrgy distributions.

C. Deposition
To analyze thc importance of the electron energy
distribution, we uscd thc following two distributions:

In Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) the deposition profiles at the
cathodc are shown for [he Maxwell and Druyvesteyn
distributions. The rest of the conditions arc consistent with the base case. The mcan rate drops from
7.36 p m / h for the Maxwell distribution to 5.76 p m / h
for the Druyvesteyn distribution. In both cases, silyl
is the dominant depositing species. The results for the
anodc are shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b). Note the
absence of silylene in this case. The mean rate now
drops from 0.88 p m / h for thc Maxwell distribution to
0.57 p m / h for the Dmyvesteyn distribulion.
The effects of branching ratios are prcsented in
Figs. 13(a), 13(c); and 13(d) and Figs. 14(a), 14(c), and
l4(d) for the cathode and anode. respcctively, and also in
Table I1 and Table 111. Increasing P leads to an increasc
in dcposition rate on both electrodes in thc order of
0.3-0.5 p m / h , and the same effcct holds for an increasc
in a . Anothcr interesting result is the prescnce of a local
maximum in the deposition profiles on the cathodc, but
thc proliles on thc anode are monotone. Rcfcrring to
Fig. 8 the contours are converging along the channel,
while they are slightly diverging near the cathode; this
explains the diffcrence in the deposition profiles.
In Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 we present the deposition
profiles on the cathode and the anode, respectively,
for diffcrent parameters. For the cathode in particular,
the applied voltage proves to be the most sensitive
parameter, and t l O % changes in the base valuc results
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FIG. 6. Spacc evolu~ianof glow discharge plasma for different gas temperature in lhc rcnclor
of electrons, (b) concentration o f posilive ions, (c) polcnlial, and (d) ionizillion rilic.

importance of controlling the energy and density of the
electrons in the first place.
Increasing E / p (higher voltage, lower pressure) and
increasing the mean free path for electrons will lead
to an increase in the high energy tail of the EEDF,
and consequently in the production of radicals. The
EEDF can also be altered by changing the composition
of the gas. However, the collision cross section for
different species depends nonlinearly on the energy of
the electrons and the outcome is not always predictable.
The radical concentrations can also be changed by
the introduction of radical scavengers (such as NO),
?! 72

0.0

z

7 = 500,475,

0.5

1.0

;find 525 K. (a) concenlration

while the addition of hydrogen in Ar glow discharges
lowers the mean electron energy. In chlorosilane plasmas
this quenching effect of hydrogen inhibits the electron
impact dissociaiion of SiC14, increasing the free radical concentration in the plasma. It was experimentally
observed that hydrogen addition can lead to one order
of magnitude increase in free radicais. Tne relative
weight for the radical-neutral reactions can be controlled
by changing the free mean path for radicals and the
residence time in the reactor. R o w speed, reactor length,
and pressure are ibe re:evani con:io! and dusign variables. Control of the extraction rates for neutral radicals
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NOMENCLATURE

is possible through the modification of their spatial
distributions.
External deposition is becoming increasingly important. especially for applications that are sensitive
toward ion bombardment. One approach is to inject the
molecular gas (e.g.. S i H 4 ) into the after section and
to place the substrate at the end of the after section.
Enhanced deposition can be obtained in a stagnation
point flow configuration.
Another important Factor is the ion bombardment of
the substratc surface. Film properties are modified by
the ion bombardment. Ion-neutral interactions near the
cathode can significantly influence this bombardment.
Charge exchange wiii iead to a decrease in the energy
of the bombarding ions. but it can be quantified only by
adapting the present model.
J.

Mater.

Res.,

Ionization collision efficiency
(V-' . m-'
Tom-')
Dimensionless parameter; see Table l
Concentration of feed gas (mole m-3)
Specific heat capacity (J . kg-' . K-')
Diffusion coefficient of i'th species
(mZ S-')
Electric field (V . m-')
Unit charge (Coulomb)
Electron energy distribution function,
i = Maxwell, Druyvcsteyn
Fourier number
Gravity constant (m . S-')
Gap space behveen electrodes (m)

.

.

.

E
e
EEDF;
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Flux of i'th species ( m 2 . S-')

collision efliciency
(V-' . m-' , Tom-')
Conductivity tensor (W . m
.K
Total inelastic

Boltzmann constant,
8.61727 X 10-j (eV

Rate constal:t for

. deg-l)

silane dissocialion (S-')

Reaction rate cgnstant
Debye length (A)

(m3 . S-')

Number density of i'th species (m-3)
Total number of molecules
Pressure in the system (Torr)
Peclet number of i'th species

.

.

Universal g3s constant (J mole-'
K-')
Raleigh number; see Table I
Rate of depositior~(Pni h-')
Temperature of neutral and positive ions (K)
Electron temperature (CV)or (K)
Time (S)
~.

.

U
V
X,

Y
z

Velocity vector of neutral species (m

. S-')

Potential (V)
Mole fraction of i'th species
Space variable, along length of reactor (m)
Space variable, between electrodes (m)

Greek symbols
Townsend primary ionization coefficient

(m-])
Thermal diffusion coefficient of i'th species
Dimensionless parameter; see Table I
Dimensionless parameter; see Table I
Dimensionless parameter; see Table I, also
used as electron enerzy (eV)
Permittivity of frcc space,
8.85 X 10-l: (C . V-] m-')

.

.

nensity of gas phase ( k g m-')
Viscosiry of neutral species (Pa

.

. S)

.

Mobility of i'lh species (m2 V - '
S-')
Energy, for i~ctivationor ionization (CV)
Collision cross section for i'lh process

on
cat
D
e
P
ref

(m')

Anode
Cathode
Dissociation
Elecrron

APPENDIX: PHYSlCAL PROPERTIES

Posilive ion
Reference value
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The correctness o l a mudclin:, effort is dctcrmined
to a large extent by ihe accuracy and availability of reliable physical data. T h e physical properties of rhe glow
discharge are first discussed and then the properties that
are required in the hydrodynamic model are presented.
Complcte refere~lczs10 the source of the data arc given.
When the property was determined by a coire!atiot;, rhe
mcthod is briefly outlined.
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A. Glow discharge properties

The A- discharge was considered in this study;
i.e., the participation of SiH4 toward the formation of
charged species was seen as negligible. According to
the governing Eqs. (3)-(6) the following paramelers
determine the physical property of the discharge: (i)
electron diffusion and mobility, D, and f i e ; (ii) ion
diffusion and mobility, D, and p,; (iii) total inelastic

t
I

and ionization collision efficiencies, k and a: and (iv)
secondary electron emission coefficient. y.
The operation of the discharge covers the 'rough
vacuum' 0.1-10 Torr and the temperature range 600650 K. Temperature and pressure dependencies of the
parameters are reported where relevant. but the dependencies of mobilities and diffusion on the electric field
were not considered.
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T A B L E 11. Paramclric study o f PECVD, cnlhade.
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FIG. 15. 1)eposilion rates along [he cathode for dtffcrcnl palamclerr. (a) Eilcct u i dilfercnt uoltigcr. V = 660.W.10, iind 540 V. (b) Efiect of
different gaps, H = 0.022.0.02, and 0.018 m. (c) E W c l of difieocnt prcssurcs, P = 1.65. 1.5. ;(nil 1.35 Tom. ( d ) Eflccl u ~ d i f i c ~ c lcm,pcvalurcs
nl
on the anode 2nd on [he cathode; T, = .i50 K and T, = 5 M K , T, = 450 K and T, = 500 K , T, = 500 K ;tnd T<.= 500 K. To = 500 K
and 7,= 550 K , and T, = 500 K and Tc = 450 K .

Hence,

760T

- 273.16p

(p. 311). We fitted a linear curve through their data and
obtained
!cm2 V-' S-')

1

K,= --

and the reduced mobility will be assumed to be constant
for the range of oprrating conditions that are considered.
The diffusion coefficient D,, depends on gas temperature.
The temperature dependence of the zero-!ie!d mobility
KOfor Art in Ar was reported in McDaniel and hlason'"
2178

-

(62)

450

7
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+ -

(63)

The diffusion coefficient is then obtained from

m-.

D, = ' -‘+l-
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These values can be compared to the values used by
Park and Economou2' for an Ar-like plasma, which were
reported at a gas temperature of 273 K.
The totai inelastic and ionization collision eiiiciencies are determined from the local-equilibrium form of
the Friedland equation. If local-equilibrium holds, plots
of a l p vs ( E / ~ ) " * at large values of E/,? is !inear with
slope aLn and abscissae k5/2. Table :V of Krui:hof afid
PenninZ.ZR listing a / E for different E/p, was used to
determine o and k .

1l

5. Physical properties for hydrodynamic model

Transport and physical properties of the Ar/SiHa
mixture are required for the hydrodynamic model. To include the temperature dependence of the properries in the
model, it is advantageous to use analytical expressions.
The Hirschfelder: Bird, Spotz formula was used to
[he viscosities of [he pure gases,
p = 2.2693 X 1
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TABLE I V Properries ot glow dissl~arges.

The thermal conductii,ity of a gas mixture was calculated
by the Wassilica equatiorl

Value

Property

-~

Retercnsc
H

1.3 X 10" cm-'

ND.(E)
%(E)

McD.miel and ~ a a o n ' "
86.29 cm' . S - '
1669.35 cm' . S - ' . V - ' McDanicl and aso on^'
0.30(V . cm . T a r ) - '
Kruilliaf and Pcnning2*

P~(P.T)
(1

I

0.465(V
=

TW'~"+

A,,,

Suzuki ~ , o l , . ' ~
lluh er

fez)

ii15.8

. cm . Tom)-'

Yamilguchi

E,

T3/2
T + C

B-

(66)

where B and C are constants, characteristic for a given
gas. To estimate the viscosity of a gaseous mixture, use
was made of the Wilke equation

mole fraction.

i

of [hc i-lh cull,poncnt and
gisjdelined as follows:

is the

Thermal conductivity estimares of the gasea were based
on the kinetic theory for eases, taking molecular interactions into consideration. For a pure r n o n a ~ o n ~gils
i c the
Bird, Hirschfelder, Curtiss equation was used

Fur a purc pulyatomic gas (in our case silane and
radicals) the following relation was used:

A

=

!T!M)"~

2.6669 X l@-'-

(C,

+

(E(:)

07'

I

l

I/T
++ CC,/T
X

nZ1

P , is [he

(71)

al.'"

M i s the molecular weight, T is the temperature, and U is
a Force constant defined in terms of the Lennarrl-Juncs
equarion.
is a function of the variable ( t T / c j . If
rxpclimenral data were available, Sutherland's equation
was used to present the tempcrature dependency of the
gas viscosity
p =

+

A;.~;= 0.25[1.

~armn;" Vicck"'

2, z,A;34,

The values of the coefficienrs A,,, can he calculated Eronl
the Liodsay and Bromley relationship

Krr,ilhuf and ~ennirlg'"

+ 11.6)eV

0.001

Y
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S u ~ u l r,
i U/.'$

1.5 V

Dlip.T)

5

. s-'

1
I

n

+

+

C,,/T
C,/T

(l'

C, is the constant in llle Sutherland cquation for thermal
OS
conductivity. In addition, C;, = [C,C,] .
Dilfusion in gases is calculated iroin the Wilkc and
Lee equalion
D1.2 =

(73)

and the coefficient R is a function of the molecular
we~ghtsof thc gases

B

=

1.14

X

IO-'

- 4.92

X

(

M ,+ M?
M

1

Thermal diffusion is calculated from the kinematic viscubity and the thermal diffusion ratio Km

where n l and n2 are the volume fractions of the componcnls and

with r e l a t i o ~ ~for
s S2 and Q2 derived as for S, and
Q I . m,.n12, and m are defincd as

A, B, C , El, and E; depend o n the temperature and the
interaction between rnnlecules

18.702)

(P?)
2180
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5fl 1,Zfl1.3
B

=

5C11.'

.7n

c=E,

=

,

(S3)

1'2

5ClI.l
2C12,2
5(1 - m)nI.I

(84)
(85)

All these relations were included in a program to calculate the properties of any ratio between Ar and SiHl
at any pressure and temperalure. The extension to ind u d e different gaseous components, e.g., NZ or Cl2, is
slraighfforward.

